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Description

[INDUSTRIAL FIELD]

The present invention relates to a timing chain wound between members which require a synchronous rotation. The timing chain manufactured according to the present invention is wound, for example, between a crank sprocket and a cam sprocket of an engine for a vehicle, and is used for the synchronous rotation of a crank shaft with a cam shaft. Further, the timing chain of the present invention is provided to be wound between a crank sprocket and a balancer sprocket of an engine for a vehicle, and is used for the synchronous rotation of a crank shaft with a balancer shaft.

[PRIOR ART]

The timing chain is used for the synchronous rotation as mentioned above. Therefore, a sprocket having timing marks and a timing chain having timing marks are used. The timing marks are registered and the timing chain is wound about the sprocket for achieving the synchronous rotation.

Incidentally, generally, the timing marks of the timing chain are provided by a method of marking some marks on a single plate prior to composition of the timing chain. There is a further method of applying some marks to the timing chain by a plating treatment to provide timing marks. In this method, however, gases generated during the plating treatment, for example, hydrogen should be removed, and addition of a baking treatment is necessary to prevent the lowering of fatigue strength, the process management should naturally be severe, and the production efficiency is extremely bad.

The applicant has previously proposed a timing chain applied with timing marks by a color baking coating as disclosed in Japanese Patent Laid-Open No. 242829/1997. In this timing chain, timing marks obtained by the color baking coating are applied to outer plates of a part composing the timing chain, which is composed endlessly together with other plates.

However, the outer plates having timing marks are prepared via the manufacturing process separately from other outer plates. Therefore, it is necessary to store, as stocks, outer plates having timing marks and outer plates having no timing marks every type of the timing chain. This poses a problem in that many numbers of steps for managing parts constituting the timing chain are necessary, and the securing of storage areas for parts is very wasteful.

Further, since coated outer plates are assembled with other plates, the coated outer plates have to be incorporated into the specific parts in the midst of composition of the timing chain. Normally, the specific parts are positioned on one side of the timing chain though different according to the type of the timing chain, and are positioned at two places in the chain. Accordingly, when the timing chain is composed, it is necessary to specify the surface and back of the timing chain, to specify the predetermined position in the chain, and then to assemble the coated outer plates. Further, since the coated outer plates have to be switched to the other outer plates to compose the timing chain, a number of steps has been required to assemble the timing chain.

Furthermore, since after the whole surface of the outer plates have been coated, the timing chain is composed, when the outer plates are pressed into the pins when the timing chain is assembled, the coating is sometimes peeled off. When the coating is partly peeled off, the external appearance of the timing chain becomes worsened. When the coating is completely peeled off, the timing marks cannot be discriminated, failing to assemble them between the members for which the synchronous rotation is required.

To solve the aforementioned problem, it has been known, see DE-A-4339321, to manufacture a timing chain as defined by the preamble of claim 1. When the timing chain thus manufactured is wound between the members, the members can be rotated synchronously.

The method of manufacturing the timing chain according to the present invention is specified with regard to DE-A-4339321 by the characterising features of claim 1.

The timing mark is provided by the color baking coating of coating other than metal color of the plate material, the spray coating of the coating, the stamp of the coating, or the laser, etc. This timing mark is provided not completely but partly. This prevents an entry of a coating between the plate and the connecting pin.

[EMBODIMENTS]

Fig. 1 shows a first embodiment of a timing chain according to the present invention. In the present embodiment, there is shown a timing chain 4 of a roller type which is endless in which an outer plate 1 and an inner plate 2 are connected by means of connecting pins 3. This timing chain 4 is wound between a crank sprocket 7 mounted on a crank shaft 5 and a cam sprocket 8 mounted on a cam shaft 6 in the vehicle engine. The timing chain 4 is sometimes wound between a crank shaft and a member for which synchronous rotation is required like a balancer shaft.

In the timing chain 4 according to the present embodiment, a timing mark 1° is provided on the outer plate 1 at a specific part on one side. This specific part is a part corresponding to a timing mark 9 of the crank sprocket 7 and a timing mark 10 of the cam sprocket 8. The timing mark 1° corresponding to the timing mark 9 is provided on one outer plate 1, and the timing marks 1° corresponding to the timing mark 10 are provided on a plurality of outer plates 1, 1.
The timing mark 1' is composed endlessly, after which it is provided on the timing chain. The respective timing marks 1' are in the shape of a web extending from an inner edge to an outer edge between the connecting pins of the outer plate 1. Thereby, even in the case where the timing mark 1' is provided by coating, the coating is prevented from being moved in and between the outer plate 1 and the connecting pin. The timing mark 1' is protected by the connecting pin projecting from the surface of the outer plate 1.

In the present invention, the form of the timing mark 1' can be freely selected without increasing the number of assembling steps of the timing chain 4. That is, the form of the timing mark 1' corresponding to the timing mark 9 is made different from that of the timing mark 1' corresponding to the timing mark 10, and the timing mark 1' can be provided on one outer plate 1. For example, the timing mark 1' corresponding to the timing mark 9 is formed to be web-like and the timing mark 1' corresponding to the timing mark 10 is formed to be circular whereby one timing mark 1' can be made to correspond to the crank sprocket 7, and the other timing mark 1' can be made to correspond to the cam sprocket 8.

The timing mark 1' is colored by the baking coating. A preferable color is a color other than a metal color and a dark color which are colors peculiar to materials used for parts of the vehicle engine. More specifically, preferred colors are colors having a high brightness and coloration such as white, yellow, pale blue, pink, green-yellow, red or the like. The timing marks may be provided by the spray coating of coating, the stamp of coating or laser.

Fig. 2 shows a second embodiment of a timing chain 20 with a circular timing mark 22 provided on a pitch line between connecting pins, in the surface of an outer plate 21.

Fig. 3 shows a second embodiment of the timing chain according to the present invention. A timing chain 30 in the present embodiment is a silent chain. There is provided a web-like timing mark 32 extending from an inner edge to an outer edge of a guide plate 31 between connecting pins, in the surface of a guide plate 31.

Fig. 4 shows a timing chain 40 with a circular timing mark 42 provided on a pitch line between connecting pins, in the surface of a guide plate 41.

In the present invention, since the timing marks are provided on the outer plates of the timing chain after being composed, the number of the outer plates constituting the timing chain can be reduced in half, whereby the number of parts in stock are reduced, and the number of steps of managing parts can be considerably reduced. Further, when the timing chain is manufactured, it is also unnecessary that the outer plate having the timing mark is switched to the outer plate having no timing mark for assembly.

According to the kind of timing chains and synchronous members between which the timing chain is wound, the color and mounting means of the timing marks can be suitably selected, and the number of timing marks required and the position of the timing marks to be provided can be suitably selected whereby a freedom of design of the timing chain having the timing marks is enhanced.

FIG. 1 A side view showing a first embodiment of a timing chain according to the present invention.

FIG. 2 A side view showing a timing chain not according to the present invention.

FIG. 3 A side view showing a second embodiment of a timing chain according to the present invention.

FIG. 4 A side view showing a timing chain not according to the present invention.

4, 20, 30, 40 Timing chain
1, 21, 31, 41 Plate
1', 22, 32, 42 Timing mark

A method of manufacturing a timing chain (4; 30) having timing marks (1'; 32), comprising the steps of:

assembling a plurality of links defined by inner plates (2) and outer plates (1; 31) interconnected by connecting pins (3) into an endless chain (4; 30); and

thereafter imposing a timing mark (1'; 32) at a predetermined location on at least one outer plate (1; 31)

classified in that the timing mark imposing step includes the step of a color baking coating on said outer plate and that the timing mark (1'; 32) is in the shape of a web extending from an inner edge to an outer edge between the connecting pins (3) of the outer plate (1; 31).

1. The method according to claim 1, wherein the colored timing mark (1'; 32) has a color such as white, yellow, pale blue, pink, green-yellow or red.

Claims

1. A method of manufacturing a timing chain (4; 30) having timing marks (1'; 32), comprising the steps of:

assembling a plurality of links defined by inner plates (2) and outer plates (1; 31) interconnected by connecting pins (3) into an endless chain (4; 30); and thereafter imposing a timing mark (1'; 32) at a predetermined location on at least one outer plate (1; 31)

classified in that the timing mark imposing step includes the step of a color baking coating on said outer plate and that the timing mark (1'; 32) is in the shape of a web extending from an inner edge to an outer edge between the connecting pins (3) of the outer plate (1; 31).

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the colored timing mark (1'; 32) has a color such as white, yellow, pale blue, pink, green-yellow or red.
Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur Herstellung einer Steuerkette (4; 30) mit Steuermarkierungen (1'; 32) mit den Schritten:

   Zusammensetzen einer Vielzahl von Ketten-
   gliedern, die durch innere Laschen (2) und äu-
   ßere Laschen (1; 31) definiert sind, die mittels
   Verbindungsstiften (3) miteinander verbunden
   sind, zu einer endlosen Kette (4; 30) und
   anschließendes Anordnen einer Steuermarkie-
   rung (1'; 32) an einer vorbestimmten Stelle an
   zumindest einer äußeren Lasche (1; 31),

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Schritt des
Anordnens der Steuermarkierung den Schritt eines
Farbbackbeschichtens auf der äußeren Lasche
umfasst und dass die Steuermarkierung (1'; 32) die
Form eines Netzes oder einer Rippenanordnung
aufweist, das oder die sich von einem inneren Rand
to einem äußeren Rand zwischen den Verbin-
dungsstiften (3) der äußeren Lasche (1; 31) er-
streckt.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die farbige Steu-
   ermarkierung (1'; 32) eine Farbe wie weiß, gelb,
   hellblau, pink, grün-gelb oder rot aufweist.

Revendications

1. Un procédé de fabrication d'une chaîne de distribu-
   tion (4 ; 30) ayant des marques de synchronisation
   (1' ; 32) comprenant les étapes de :

   assemblage d'une pluralité de chaînons définis
   par des plaques intérieures (2) et des plaques
   extérieures (1 ; 31) interconnectées par des
   broches de liaison (3) sous forme d'une chaîne
   sans fin (4 ; 30) ; et
   imposition ensuite d'une marque de synchroni-
   sation (1' ; 32) à un emplacement prédéterminé
   sur au moins une plaque extérieure (1 ; 31)

caractérisé en ce que l'étape d'imposition d'une
marque de synchronisation comprend l'étape d'un
revêtement d'une couche de couleur sur ladite pla-
que extérieure et que la marque de synchronisation
(1' ; 32) est sous la forme d'une bande s'étendant
depuis un bord intérieur jusqu'à un bord extérieur
entre les broches de liaison (3) de la plaque exté-
rieure (1 ; 31).

2. Le procédé selon la revendication 1,
   dans lequel la marque de synchronisation (1' ; 32)
   colorée a une couleur telle que blanc, jaune, bleu
   pâle, rose, vert jaune ou rouge.